Understanding Heidegger on Technology, Mark Blitz
An example from the second lecture illustrates what Heidegger means. Scientifically speaking, the distance between
a house and the tree in front of it can be measured neutrally: it is thirty feet. But in our everyday lives, that distance
is not as neutral, not as abstract. Instead, the distance is an aspect of our concern with the tree and the house: the
experience of walking, of seeing the tree’s shape grow larger as I come closer, and of the growing separation from
the home as I walk away from it. In the scientific account, “distance appears to be first achieved in an opposition”
between viewer and object. By becoming indiﬀerent to things as they concern us, by representing both the distance
and the object as simple but useful mathematical entities or philosophical ideas, we lose our truest experience of
nearness and distance.
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“The Thing” - Martin Heidegger, 1949

http://people.ischool.berkeley.edu/~ryanshaw/nmwg/the.thing-heidegger.pdf

No one had noticed him at the table until the first bunch of bananas had been eaten. . . When they brought to the
table the tiger-striped bunch of bananas that they were accustomed to hang in the dining room during lunch, he
picked the first piece of fruit without great enthusiasm. But he kept on eating as he spoke, tasting, chewing, more
with the distraction of a wise man than with the delight of a good eater, and when he finished the first bunch he
asked them to bring him another. Then he took a small case with optical instruments out of the toolbox that he
always carried with him. With the auspicious attention of a diamond merchant he examined the banana meticulously,
dissecting it with a special scalpel, weighing the pieces on a pharmacist’s scale, and calculating its breadth with a
gunsmith’s calipers. Then he took a series of instruments out of the chest with which he measured the temperature,
the level of humidity in the atmosphere, and the intensity of the light. It was such an intriguing ceremony that no one
could eat in peace as everybody waited for Mr. Herbert to pass a final and revealing judgment, but he did not say
anything that allowed anyone to guess his intentions.
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, One Hundred Years of Solitude, 1967.

